Fish Niue with PAUL PASISI CHARTERS aboard TEMANA a 20’ open hardtop pontoon boat, custom built for Niue’s sea conditions. TEMANA complies with all Niue Safety requirements and your Skipper Paul Pasisi is one of the Islands most experienced fishermen and Skippers with over 30 years fishing in Niue waters and 20 years Charter fishing, Spear-fishing and Whale watching.

**FISHING:**

Standard Fishing trips are 5hrs but can be tailored to suit your needs. All gear, lures and bait are included and we use top quality Shimano, Penn and Daiwa tackle for a variety of techniques including trolling, jigging, casting (stick-baits/poppers), as well as a variety of bait options amongst others. While TEMANA can fish up to 4 people we recommend 2 as the perfect number for maximum enjoyment and fishing experience. Standard 5hr trip cost is NZ$450 for 2 persons. For additional persons please contact Paul. All fish caught belong to the boat; however, you are most welcome to a piece to take back to your hotel for a meal.

Our main fishing season runs from June to October with June, July and August traditionally being the best. This is a very busy period so we advise you book early to avoid disappointment.

**SPEAR-FISHING:**

Standard Spear-fishing trips are 4 hours and cost NZ$400 for up to 4 persons. Due to the specialized nature of spear-fishing we do not supply gear and each person needs to bring his/her own gear and gun(s).

**WHALE WATCHING:**

Whale Watching is generally during the months of July to September with a little variance depending on when these majestic mammals decide to arrive and leave us on their annual pilgrimage. For information on the Whales, their presence and Whale Watching Encounters please contact Paul.

**Paul’s Contact Details:**

Email: paulpasisicharters@gmail.com

Phone: (683) 4103

Mobile: (683) 6868